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A. AUTOMATIC MATCHING OF VOWEL SPECTRA
In previous work the analysis of speech signals has been carried out on the TX-0
computer either under the control of an experimenter, or automatically,1 with the use
of an elementary strategy. A new strategy has been developed, similar to that used
by the experimenter, for the automatic matching of vowel spectra. This strategy uses
the information in the error signal to match the spectra in the vicinity of resonance
peaks. In each trial the locations in the complex-frequency plane of the first three for-
mants are varied simultaneously. Both frequency and bandwidth are determined to the
nearest multiple of 10 cps. An average of three trials is needed in most instances to
obtain a satisfactory match.
Results obtained from the analysis of 50 samples, extracted from 16 vowels, have
been compared with those obtained when an experimenter formulates the strategy. In
general, the average number of trials and the scores based on a squared-error criterion
are the same for the new program and for that requiring a human strategist. At present,
the new method is slow, being only about 10 times faster than the experimenter-
controlled operation.
For a detailed presentation of the strategy and the results, the reader is referred
to the author's thesis. 2
A. P. Paul
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B. ERRATA
In the report entitled "Automatic Recognition of a Limited Set of Syllables,"
by D. L. Hogan, published in Quarterly Progress Report No. 62 (pages 202-203),
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the following
Page 203.
omissions should be corrected.
For [i Cae A ] read [iIeaeAu].
For [bdgv z] read [bdgv-bz].
For [w- ] read [w-5].
A. S. House
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